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The HP0-086 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The HP0-086 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The HP0-086 exam is very challenging, but with our HP0-086 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the HP0-086 exam on your FIRST TRY!
HP HP0-086 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for HP0-086 exam
- Try a demo before buying any HP exam
- HP0-086 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified HP0-086 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- HP0-086 tested and verified before publishing
- HP0-086 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- HP0-086 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP0-086 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This HP0-086 test is an important part of HP certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The HP0-086 exam is essential and core part of HP certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real HP0-086 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your HP HP0-086 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your HP0-086 now!
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Question: 1
Which configuration requires two power zones to be enabled on the power enclosure
management modules?
A. any configuration that mixes a single phase and three-phase power
B. full 42U rack with four 3U power enclosures connected by mini bus bars
C. full 42U rack with four 3U power enclosures connected by scalable bus bars
D. any configuration that has two or more 3U power enclosures connected to the facility DC
power
Answer: B
Question: 2
What is the recommended environment for using high-voltage modular power distribution units
(PDUs)?
A. when using 1U power enclosures
B. when using 3U, single-phase power enclosures
C. when using 3U, three-phase power enclosures and redundant power
D. when using 3U, three-phase power enclosures and non-enhanced server blade enclosures
Answer: A
Question: 3
You have an enhanced server blade enclosure connected to a single 3U power enclosure. Only
side A of the server blade enclosure is connected to the power enclosure. Which server blade
enclosure bays receive DC power?
A. bays 1 through 8
B. bays 1 through 8, plus the interconnect bays
C. bays 1 through 4, plus the interconnect bays
D. bays 1 through 4, plus the interconnect bay on side A
E. bays 5 through 8, plus the interconnect bay on side A
Answer: C
Question: 4
What is the recommended environment for using high-voltage PDUs?
A. when using single-phase power and 3U power enclosures
B. when using facility DC power with a fully-populated 42U rack
C. when using 3U power enclosures with the non-enhanced server blade enclosures
D. when using a large number of server blades that place a high load on the power bus
E. when using the enhanced server blade enclosure in a redundant power configuration
Answer: D
Question: 5
Which UPS supports the p-Class infrastructure and is 3U high?
A. HP R1500XR
B. HP R3000XR
C. HP R5500XR
D. HP R12000XR
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Answer: C
Question: 6
When must the load-balancing cable be installed?
A. when one or more power enclosure pairs are installed in a rack
B. when an odd number of power enclosures are installed in a rack
C. when a three-phase power enclosure is connected to the original server blade enclosure
D. when one power enclosure provides redundant power to the original server blade enclosure
Answer: A
Question: 7
What is the maximum combination of power and enhanced server blade enclosures that can be
connected to a mini bus bar?
A. 1 power and 2 server blade enclosures
B. 1 power and 3 server blade enclosures
C. 2 power and 2 server blade enclosures
D. 2 power and 3 server blade enclosures
Answer: D
Question: 8
Which power distribution option requires the dual power input kit for power redundancy?
A. mini bus bar
B. power bus box
C. scalable bus bar
D. facility DC power
Answer: A
Question: 9
What is the default administrator account username and password for the Brocade 4Gb SAN
Switch?
A. admin/admin
B. admin/password
C. administrator/<blank>
D. administrator/password
Answer: B
Question: 10
You are creating a VLAN on a GbE2 Interconnect Switch. This VLAN must include the crosslink
ports. Which ports must you include?
A. ports 1 and 2
B. ports 3 and 4
C. ports 15 and 16
D. ports 17 and 18
Answer: D
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Question: 11
When accessing the iLO BL p-Class tab, you receive the "Unable to collect rack data" error
message. Why? (Select two.)
A. At least one server blade iLO is not configured.
B. You have not yet licensed all server blade iLOs.
C. At least one management module has mismatched firmware.
D. A DHCP server exists on the network and conflicts with the Static IP Bay Configuration
feature.
E. At least one power enclosure or server blade enclosure does not meet the minimum firmware
requirements.
Answer: C, E
Question: 12
You have an enhanced server blade enclosure fully populated with ProLiant BL35p server blades.
You connect to the bottom server blade in server bay 1 using the local I/O cable, and want to
enable the Static IP Bay Configuration feature to automatically assign IP addresses to all server
blade iLOs in the enclosure. However, the Static IP Bay Configuration option is not available.
Why?
A. A DHCP server exists on your network.
B. You are not connected to the first server blade in the first bay.
C. The management module on the back of the server blade enclosure is incorrectly configured.
D. The power enclosure and the server blade enclosure management ports are not cabled or
cabled incorrectly.
Answer: B
Question: 13
What is the default user name and password for the GbE2 Interconnect Switch administrator
account?
A. user name: <blank>, password: hp
B. user name: admin, password: admin
C. user name: admin, password: compaq
D. user name: Administrator, password: password
Answer: B
Question: 14
You have a fully populated enhanced server blade enclosure. You connect your laptop with a
crossover cable to the RJ-45 port of the local I/O cable and insert the other end of the local I/O
cable into the local I/O port in the front of blade 3. You then set your laptop to the IP address
192.168.1.2 and the subnet mask 255.255.255.0. When you enter http://192.168.1.1 in the
Microsoft Internet Explorer address field, you receive the "Page not found" error message. Why?
A. The default IP address of the iLO is 192.168.0.1.
B. The iLO Advanced firmware is older than version 1.64 and must be upgraded first.
C. The local I/O cable is already a crossover cable, thus another crossover cable is not required.
D. The power enclosure and the server blade enclosure management ports are not cabled or
cabled incorrectly.
Answer: C
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